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Previously finding prime implicants based on off-cubes was explored as an approach to minimize
insignificant logic functions which include minterms both easy and difficult to cover. Off-cube based
function minimization falls short in certain functions and may not yield/produce the accurate results.
In this study, a new method of minimizing insignificant logic functions that includes smart minterm
ordering according to their contiguity is proposed. In the proposed method, minterms are ordered from
easy to difficult in terms of covering. This kind of a smart ordering helps minimization algorithms to
quickly cover easy minterms and decrease the complexity of remaining function. A new accumulation
approach is also developed and employed for the minimization of complicated functions. The use of
the new accumulation approach in the study made it possible to reach more precise results. When it is
impossible to determine exact prime implicants, the developed algorithm accumulates minterm and
its corresponding implicants in a suspended state (SS) and reconsiders covering them later. Both the the-
ory and practice of accumulation approach for the minimization of minterms is presented. Standard
MCNC benchmarks are simplified with both the proposed method and with the two level simplification
program ESPRESSO. The comparative analysis of the results revealed that the proposed method finds
exact minimum results using less time and memory than ESPRESSO.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University.
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1. Introduction

Digital circuits consist of logic gates such as AND, OR, and their
derivatives. These digital circuits are represented in SOP formed
logic functions. One of the simplification methods for digital cir-
cuits is two level simplification. Better simplification of logic func-
tions enables smaller and faster integrated circuits. Two level
simplification of logic functions is a classical approach but still very
useful in circuit design synthesis, feature reduction, control sys-
tems, biological circuits, and memristive devices [1–6]. It is also
useful in hierarchic design of networks for optimization [7,8].
Moreover, SOP simplification known as two level simplification,
is also very handy for optimization of test generators [8,9]. In addi-
tion, obtaining prime cubes including source and destination nodes
and finding shortcut between nodes in hyper cube designed sys-
tems may have benefits of logic simplification [10]. The fact that
using the solution of an NP-Hard problem (logic minimization) to
solve another NP-Hard problems is possible, lies on the basis of this
generalization. As some common optimization techniques are sim-
ilar to logic minimization, improvements in one of them may ben-
efit others [11,12]. As it can be used in many recent areas,
simplification of logic functions is a quite old subject but not dead.

One of the most convenient methods for computer implementa-
tion is Quine-McCluskey method [13,14]. But it is a time and mem-
ory consuming method for many minterms [15]. Since exact
simplification of SOP functions has exponential nature, even super
algorithms have difficulties for huge functions having more than
one hundred product terms [6]. Thus, heuristic simplification is
used for most of the practical applications [6,16]. Heuristic algo-
rithms are slower than exact ones only for functions with many
product terms. Widely used acceleration technique for logic sim-
plification is basically performing only one simplification loop. In
these cases, simplification quality is low and runtime problem still
remains unsolved [6]. There are many heuristic algorithms but
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none of these algorithms is always better than others for all classes
of functions [17]. Most of the direct-covering heuristic simplifica-
tion approaches generate prime implicants (PIs) covering Selected
Minterm (SM) by implicant expansion technique [18]. The function
f consists of OFF, ON and DC minterm groups. GOFF, GON and GDC

stand for minterm groups which determine function f equal to 0,
1 and unspecified, respectively.

Simplification methods using Direct-Cover Principle (DCP)
totally masks GON by repeating two steps: Generate PIs and selects
essential ones among them [19,20]. One of the major obstacles in
two level logic simplification is Backtracking Technique (BT) used
in second step [21]. Backtracking is a systematic method for find-
ing all possible subsets. Backtracking constructs a tree of partial
solutions, where each branch represents a partial solution [22].
As it considers every possible combination, it is only preferable
for compelling situations [23]. When SM could be covered by mul-
tiple PIs, it takes pretty much time to process a decision rule. This
step of the algorithms is important for time and memory consump-
tion and simplification level of the result.

There could be two different approaches to overcome these dif-
ficulties. We can order minterms by their adjacency factor before
processing them. It’s easy to process isolated minterms, because
there is only one or a couple of potential implicants covering these
minterms. It will be easy to implement decision rule or even no
need to use it. After simplifying isolated minterms, decision pro-
cess for remaining function will be easier. This approach is pro-
posed and discussed in section 3.

Another way to get better results is improving current algo-
rithms and methods. Decision rule is explained by R.E. Miller
[24] and modified by researchers [25–31]. Previously finding prime
implicants based on off-cubes was explored as an approach to min-
imize insignificant logic functions [31]. This paper presents new
EPI decision rules and algorithms for accumulation approach. Pro-
cessing minimization algorithm for many PIs consumes much time
and increase the probability of finding unnecessary implicants.
Thus, we proposed to process easy minterms and accumulate com-
plicated minterms which has many potential PIs.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we
summarized abbreviations and notations used in this paper. Sec-
tion 3 briefly explains related work including ESPRESSO. Theory
and practice of a new smart minterm ordering method is presented
in section 4. Proposed accumulation approach for function mini-
mization, choosing essential prime implicants with accumulation
approach and processing accumulated states are presented in sec-
tion 5. Implementation of proposed method is described in section
6. In section 7, we explained some of our experimental results for
proposed method and famous ESPRESSO program and com-
pare results of two algorithms. Finally we conclude the study in
section 8.
2. Theoretical background

In this section, we describe some notations and abbreviations
used on this paper. Boolean values {0, 1} set is denoted as B and
incomplete Boolean values {0, 1, d} set is denoted as B+. ‘‘d” is an
insignificant value like Don’t Care(DC) (see Figure 1). A completely
specified logic function is a mapping of F : Bi ? B and an insignifi-
cant logic function is a mapping of F : B+i? B. ‘‘i” represents the
input values as i-bit binary variable in the form x1x2x3. . .xi. Expres-
sion F (x)�F (x1x2x3. . .xi) denote the logic function having i number
of literals. A literal is a Boolean variable or its complement. On-set
and off-set of a completely specified logic function can be defined
as Fon = {2 Bi | F (x) = 1} and F off = {x 2 Bi | F (x) = 0} respectively.
In addition to F on and Foff, incompletely specified logic functions also
have dc-set defined as Fdc = {2 Bi | F (x) = d}.
Prime Implicant is defined as PI and Essential Prime Implicant is
defined as EPI. SM, PM and AM are abbreviations for Selected Min-
term, Processing Minterm and Accumulated Minterm. Inclusion Func-
tion is represented as IF and Backtracking Technique is represented
as BT. FPP stands for Fragmented Processing Procedure and SS stands
for Suspended State. DCP represents Direct Covering Principle and
SOP represents Sum of Product form.

A relation onmutual condition and cube subtract operation is rep-
resented by M and # symbols respectively. GONi represents uncov-
ered on-set minterm group where GOFF, GDC represents off-set
minterm group and dc-set minterm group, respectively. X defines
on-set minterm selected to be masked and PIi(x) defines a PI mask-
ing thatminterm X. All PIs masking theminterm X is defined as GPI(-
x). EPI masking the minterm X is represented as EPI(x) and EPIs
series is defined as GEPI. Series of SS is denoted as GSS and size of
a series is |G|. Finally, an inclusion function is defined as IFi, a term
of IFi is defined as Lim and number of neighbours of the SM X is
defined as N(x).
3. Related work

Two level logic minimization, one of the most famous mini-
mization approach, is presented by Quine [13]. Then McCluskey
developed this algorithm for a fully automated minimization ver-
sion [14]. This is why two level logic minimization is generally
called Quine-McCluskey procedure. At first, this procedure gener-
ates all possible PIs using on-set of a function, secondly finds min-
imum EPIs that covers all on-minterms. Generating PIs is relatively
easy and can be efficiently done [32]. But finding the minimum
subset of EPIs is known as an NP-Complete problem. As a result,
using this technique is not practical for large functions.

A group of scientists developed heuristic algorithms for effi-
ciently minimize logic functions at IBM laboratories. Development
of this algorithm, Espresso, is managed by Robert Brayton. Final
Espresso version 2.3 is released in 1988. Although it has been a
long time after it’s developed, it is one of the most famous and cre-
ative solution for logic function simplification. Espresso has very
effective method and use advanced heuristics for two level mini-
mization. Espresso iterates these four operations until no
improvement:

1. Expand each implicant to Prime
2. Extract Essential Primes
3. Find simplest Irredundant Cover
4. Reduce to simplest Essential Implicant

Instead of dividing function into cubes, this algoritm produces
ON, OFF and DC cubes. This algorithm does not guarantee the sim-
plest solution but runs really fast for complicated files. Espresso
algorithm is given in Fig. 2.

Espresso is more efficient than other methods in terms of mem-
ory usage and computation times. There is no restriction to the
number of variables and output functions. This algorithm can min-
imize tens of functions with tens of variables in a reasonable time.
In addition to original Espresso software, Minilog and Logic Friday
software are also using Espresso algorithms.
4. Minterm ordering

Logic functions consist of minterms. If we change the sequence
of minterms, minimization algorithms may find more or less sim-
plified solutions. Minimization quality is effected by the sequence
of minterms. In this section, we investigate randomminterm selec-
tion and present smart minterm ordering by their contiguity.
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Fig. 1. 3 dimensional space representation of a Boolean function and its truth table.

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of Espresso Algorithm.
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Gmin G(x) PI(x)’s
0000 0
0001 0
0010 0
0011 0
0100 1 2
0101 0
0110 0
0111 1 4
1000 0
1001 1 3
1010 1 5
1011 0
1100 1 2,1
1101 1 3,1
1110 1 5,1
1111 1 4,1

Fig. 3. Karnaugh map and truth table of function G.
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Proposed minterm ordering method do not change minterms or
functions, this method only change minterms’ sequence.

A. The Random Minterm Choose Principle

Key point for using FPP in DCP based simplification approaches
is that an EPI(x) is selected at that moment when GPI(x) has been
defined. Here is the problem. Assume that a series of

GPIðxÞ ¼ fPIðxÞgKi¼1 for SM X has been generated. Applying FPP rule,
then

PIk xð Þ > PIi xð Þ $ GON

\
PIk xð Þ

���
��� > GON

\
PIi xð Þ

���
��� forall i–k ð1Þ

This approach selects a PI(x) which masks more On-minterms
than other PIs. On the contrary, superior PI(x) is the one which
masks all On-minterms with all other PI(x)s. Thus, (1) cannot find
the best solutions in all cases. Example 1 reveals how (1) miscalcu-
lates EPIs and may cause worst (non exact) outcomes [28].

Example 1. Simplify function below by using random minterm
choose approach.

GON = {0100, 0111, 1001, 1010, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111}
GOFF = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0101, 0110, 1000, 1011}
Consider choosing the ON-minterm 1100 as first SM, then the

following prime implicants PI1 (1100) = 11xx and PI2
(1100) = x100 will be obtained (see Figure 3). Therefore,

C(11xx) = GON \ 11xx = {0100, 0111, 1100, 1101, 1111, 1110,
1001, 1010} \ 11xx
= {1100, 1101, 1111, 1110}

C(x100) = GON \ x100 = {0100, 0111, 1100, 1101, 1111, 1110,
1001, 1010} \ x100
= {1100, 0100}

Since jC(x100)j = 2 and jC(11xx)j = 4, PI1(1100) = 11xx is the
EPI1.

Therefore: GEPI = {11xx};
GON = GON # 11xx = {0100, 0111, 1001, 1010}.
As a result, DC minterm series is defined as GDC = {1100, 1101,

1111, 1110} consisting of 1 s masked by the EPI1. Thus, the rest
of the ON minterm series to be simplified is defined by GON =
{0100, 0111, 1001, 1010} and GDC = {1100, 1101, 1111, 1110}.
Fig. 4 represents the current state of the function G. DC and ON
minterms are coded by ‘‘DC” and ‘‘H” respectively.

Fig. 4 reveals that, rest of ON-minterm series are isolated min-
termswhich enables us to easily define all EPIs. EPI2 = x100, EPI3 = 1-
x01, EPI4 = x111, EPI5 = 1x10. As a result,
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Fig. 4. Karnaugh map for current state of function G.
GON = GON # {EPI2, EPI3, EPI4, EPI5}
= {0100, 1001, 0111, 1010} # {x100, 1x01, x111, 1x10} = £

GEPI = {11xx, x100, 1x01, x111, 1x10}

Consider that choosing first SM among 1101, 1111 and 1110
would result in same solution. Because these minterms also leads
us to the same unnecessary implicant. On the other hand, Petrick
BT lead us to a different solution [5,29].

Results formed in the Table 1 shows that the PI1(1011) = 11xx,
formerly determined as EPI1 above, is not an EPI at all. Hence, the
exact solution should be as follows

GEPI = {x100, 1x01, x111, 1x10}.
Actually, solution for function G could be found in 4! = 24 iter-

ations. We need to give priority to four most isolated SM which are
0100, 0111, 1001 and 1010. If non-isolated minterms are picked,
solution set will lead to worst case 4 � 4! = 96. In other words,
there will be 96–24 = 72 unnecessary iterations which means
96/24 = 4 times slower runtime (75% loss).

B. Smart Minterm Ordering by Their Contiguity

Priority of ON Minterms which will be masked, is very impor-
tant to get best results. Section 3 briefly explains worst case. We
proposed an improved DCP approach that repeats the following
procedure until GON =£.

(1) For each element of GON calculate the weight equal to the
number of its neighbours

(2) Chose as the SM X that one which with the smallest weight
and generate GPI(x)

(3) Choose an EPI among the PI(X)s
(4) Subtract the EPI from the rest (last state) of GON
Example 2. The function and its initial Karnaugh Map are stated in
Example 1. Simplify this function with minterm ordering based on
adjacency factors.

As seen from the Figure 3; M(0100) = M(0111) = M(1001) = M
(1010) = 1; M(1100) = M(1101) = M(1111) = M(1110) = 3. Conse-
quentially, the group of minterms with the minimal weight is
GF = {0100, 1001, 0111, 1010}

(1) Let as first SM to choose the minterm 0100 2 GF. There the
EPI1 = x100 covering the SM 0100. Consequentially, GEPI =
{x100}; GON = GON # x100 = {0100, 0111, 1100, 1101,
1111, 1110, 1001, 1010} # x100 = {0111, 1101, 1111, 1110,
1001, 1010}. The state of Karnaugh map after this covering
is shown in Fig. 5a.

(2) Let as second SM to choose 1001 2 GF. There the EPI2 = 1x01
covering the minterm SM 1001. Consequentially, GEPI =
{x100, 1x01}. GON = GON # 1x01 = {0111, 1101, 1111, 1110,
1001, 1010} # 1x01 = {0111, 1111, 1110, 1010}. The state
of Karnaugh map after this covering is shown in Fig. 5b.

(3) Let as third SM to choose the minterm 0111 2 GF. There the
EPI3 = x111 covering the SM 1111. Consequentially, GEPI =
{x100, 1x01, x111}. GON = GON # x111 = {0111, 1111, 1110,
1010} # x111 = {1110, 1010}. The state of Karnaugh map
after this covering is shown in Fig. 5c.

(4) As the fourth SM compulsory is chosen the minterm
1010 2 GF. There the EPI4 = 1x10 covering the SM 1010. Con-
sequentially, GEPI = {x100, 1x01, x111, 1x10}. GON = GON #
1x10 = {1110, 1010} # 1x10 = £. The state of Karnaugh
map after this covering is shown in Fig. 5d.

The simplification process is completed, because current state
of the GON is empty. Therefore, GEPI = {x100, 1x01, x111, 1x10}.



Table 1
Covering table for Example 1.

PIs Minterms

0100 0111 1100 1101 1111 1110 1001 1010

1 11xx + + + +
2 x100 + +
3 1x01 + +
4 x111 + +
5 1x10 + +

 a) b)

c) d)
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Fig. 5. Four states of function G after covered by x100 (a), 1x01 (b), x111 (c) and 1x10 (d).
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But the step 1 of the demonstrated method may take long time
for simplifying ONMinterm Series. Because, if there |GON| = N = k2n,
where k < 1, then

WC1 ¼ PN�1

i¼1
i ¼ 1þN�1

2 � ðN � 1Þ ¼ NðN�1Þ
2 ffi N2

2

¼ ðk�2nÞ2
2 ¼ k2

2 � 2n ) Oð22nÞ
ð2Þ

iterations are required for performing this step (Eqn 2). Every ON
minterm requires EXOR operation and each operation needs bit
by bit comparison with OFFminterms. So this step has the exponen-
tial time-complexity that is undesired generally. On the other hand,
this approach leads to better results than the random minterm
choose principle, still cannot assure exact minimal results. So there
is indefiniteness with the determination of an EPI from PIs having
similar efficiency factors.

Smart minterm ordering lead us to more simplified results. Ran-
dom minterm choose principle requires no time but cannot find
the most simplified result in most cases. On the other hand, smart
ordering by their contiguity takes time but finds more simplified
results.
5. Accumulation approach

In this section, we define some decision rules for EPIs and
explain the accumulation approach. Formation of SS and how to
process SS are also explained. 3 algorithms for proposed method
is explained step by step.



Fig. 6. Accumulation approach for exact minimization.

Fig. 7. Processing accumulated states.

Fig. 8. Petrick’s method.
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A. Advanced FPP Rule and Finding Best EPIs

We need to pick a minterm to simplify and call it as Processing
Minterm (PM). If a PM generates more than one PIs, determination
of superior PI as an EPI, can be done by following FPP rule (3).
PI1ðxÞ > PI2ðxÞ $ ðGON \ PI1ðxÞÞ# ðGON \ PI2ðxÞÞ ð3Þ

As we mentioned before, (1) compare two series C1(x) =
GON \ PI1(x) and C2(x) = GON \ PI2(x) according to unmasked
minterm numbers. On the contrary, (3) compares two series by
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their contents which lead to better results. It is obvious that the (3)
can be enlarged by number of PIs.

PIkðxÞ > 8PIi–kðxÞ $ ðGON \ PIkðxÞÞ � ðGON \ PIi–kðxÞÞ ð4Þ
(4) is looking for a PIk(x) which totally masks all ON-minterms

masked by other PI(x)s. If such a PIk(x) exists, it is the superior
one and will be picked as an EPI. However, if none of PI(x)s provide
conditions for (4) then result is indefinite. We suggest to accumu-
late such PMs until a PIk(x) satisfying (4) exists. These PMs are
accumulated as AM. AMs consist of PM and their PIs that will be
used in the future. This special data form is called Suspended State
(SS).

SS(x) = {X,GPI(x)} is created to process accumulated SM X where
the GPI(x) = {PI2(x), . . ., PIm(x)} is group of PIs including the SM Xis
given in (Eqn 5). Consequentially,

SSðxÞ ¼ fX;GPIðxÞg ¼ fX; fPI2ðxÞ; � � � ; PImðxÞgg ð5Þ
Handling of a SM, whose PIk(x) is not satisfying the Eq. (4), can

be accumulated in two steps. First handling of a PM should be
stopped, then SS(x) will be created and accumulated into the series
of GSS

For instance, let GON(Y) = {011,110,010,001}, 010 is picked as PM
and GPI(x) = {x10, 01x}. The series C1(x) and C2(x) will be as follows;

C1(x) = {011,110,010,001} # x10 = {001, 011},
C2(x) = {011,110,010,001} # 01x = {001, 110}.
As C1(x) å C2(x) and C2(x) å C1(x), then SM X = 010 is

accumulated.

(1) Processing of PM (0 1 0) is suspended.
(2) Regarding the PM, SS(0 1 0) is created as {010, {x10,01x}}
(3) Newly created SS is added to series of GSS, GSS = GSS [ SS(0 1 0)

After accumulating a PM, an unmasked ON-minterm is picked
as a new PM.

B. Advanced Minimization Algorithms

We can summarize the presented method in 3 algorithms. Algo-
rithm 1 shows the accumulation approach for exact minimization
(see Figure 6), algorithm 2 shows how to process accumulated
states (see Figure 7) and algorithm 3 explains a branch and bound
technique, Petricks algorithm (see Figure 8).

Algorithm 1 expands On minterms (line 2), finds PIs (line 4) and
use decision rules given in Eq. (3)–(5). According to these equa-
tions, some PIs may not cover each other. These PIs and related
minterm is accumulated in a special form SS (line 6). If there is only
1 PI, this is called EPI (line 8, 11), otherwise accumulated states are
processed (line 9) and new EPIs are subtracted from ON minterm
series (line 10, 13). These processes are repeated until handling
all minterms in communication field and ON minterm series (lines
14–18). If there exist some unsolved GSS, then Petrick algorithm is
used for minimization of remaining SSs.

Finding an EPI changes the remaining function. Thus, Algorithm
1 needs to reconsider SSs after finding every new EPIs. Algorithm 2
handles SSs and recalculate minterms and PIs. Lines 2–4 are check-
ing minterms whether they are masked by EPI or not. Lines 5 and 6
are checking PIs if they are satisfying Eq (3). Some PIs may become
essential after newly find EPI. Lines 7–10 do some marking for pro-
cessed SSs and send newly find EPI to communication field.

Petrick’s Algorithm is a famous branch and bound technique
used for finding minimum subsets. This algorithm labels all PIs
such as Li1 in lines 3 and 4. Then lines 5–7 combinates the condi-
tions satisfying function. Line 8 expands these combinations and
forms all possible solutions. This algorithm selects minimal num-
ber of literals in line 9 and do this repeatedly for all PIs.
6. Implementation of proposed method

In this section we shall examine proposed method for insignif-
icant function minimization. The proposed method can easily find
exact solutions using rules and algorithms in section 5. Although
accumulation approach can easily handle huge functions, it is not
handy to explain their simplification procedures step by step. Thus
we shall examine proposed method on an easy function.

Example 2. Simplify function F using accumulation approach.
FON = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0101, 0110, 1000, 1011}
FOFF = {0100, 0111, 1001, 1010, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111}
Let’s begin minimization by 0000, SM = 0000. There are 2 PIs

masking that minterm, PI(0000) = {00xx, x000}. 00xx masks more
minterms than x000. Although 00xx is bigger than x000, we cannot
decide it as an EPI. We should check our decision rule (3).

PI1(0000) > PI2(0000) M (FON \ PI1(0000)) # (FON \ PI2(0000))
PI1(0000) = 00xx and PI2(0000) = x000
GON \ 00xx = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0011}
GON \ x000 = {0000, 1000}
As neither PI1(0000) > PI2(0000) nor PI2(0000) > PI1(0000) we

cannot decide an EPI. According to Algorithm 1, an SS is created
with PM and PIs.

SS1 = {0000, {00xx, x000}} and GSS = {SS1}
We shall continue minimization by 0001, SM = 0001. There are

2 PIs masking that minterm, PI(0001) = {00xx, 0x01}. 00xx masks
more minterms than 0x01. Although 00xx is bigger than 0x01,
we cannot decide it as an EPI. We should check our decision rule
(3).

PI1(0001) > PI2(0001) M (FON \ PI1(0001)) # (FON \ PI2(0001))
PI1(0001) = 00xx and PI2(0001) = 0x01
GON \ 00xx = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0011}
GON \ 0x01 = {0101, 0001}
As neither PI1(0001) > PI2(0001) nor PI2(0001) > PI1(0001) we

cannot decide an EPI. According to Algorithm 1, an SS is created
with PM and PIs.

SS2 = {0001, {00xx, 0x01}} and GSS = {SS1, SS2}
Simplifying 0011 and 0010 as SM will result in similar situa-

tions as SS3 and SS4. These states are accumulated in GSS.
SS3 = {0010, {00xx, 0x10}} and SS4 = {0011, {00xx, x011}}
GSS = {SS1, SS2, SS3, SS4}
On the other hand, expanding SM = 0101 lead us to only one

PI = {0x01}. Therefore, algorithm assigns this PI as an EPI, writes
this EPI to communication field and call Algorithm 2 for processing
accumulated minterms. Algorithm 2 checks GSS whether they are
masked by EPI(0x01) or not. Only one of the suspended states
(SS2) is masked by EPI.

PI = {0x01} ) EPI1
GSS = GSS – EPI1 = {SS1, SS2, SS3, SS4} – EPI1 = {SS1, SS3, SS4}
Minimization of SM = 0110 lead us to only one PI = {0x10}.

Therefore, algorithm assigns this PI as an EPI, writes this EPI to
communication field and call Algorithm 2 for processing accumu-
lated minterms. Algorithm 2 checks GSS whether they are masked
by EPI(0x10) or not. Only one of the suspended states(SS3) is
masked by EPI.

PI = {0x10} ) EPI2
GSS = GSS – EPI2 = {SS1, SS3, SS4} – EPI2 = {SS1, SS4}
Expanding 1000 and 1011 will create EPIs and these EPIs will be

subtracted from GSS.
SM = 1000 ) PI = {x000} ) EPI3
GSS = GSS – EPI3 = {SS1, SS4} – EPI3 = {SS4}
SM = 1011 ) PI = {x011} ) EPI4
GSS = GSS – EPI4 = {SS4} – EPI4 = {£}
GSS = {£} and FON = {£}.
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Finally all minterms are minimized, all SS are processed and
there is no minterm in communication field. Exact minimized
function is EPI = {0x01, 0x10, x000, x011}.

Proposed algorithm is coded in C language. Huge functions are
minimized with both proposed algorithm and ESPRESSO. We shall
describe some experimental results in the next section.
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Fig. 11. Number of EPIs for 5 extreme MCNC benchmarks.
7. The experimental results

20 MCNC benchmarks were tested to determine the results
quality and runtime of proposed method. The first output digits
are used as output function. The qualities of results are calculated
according to numbers of EPIs for each function. Same benchmarks
were simplified by ESPRESSO-EXACT and results were compared
by proposed method.

Both ESPRESSO and accumulation approach algorithm find
equal number of EPIs for 15 of benchmarks. But concerning these
benchmarks, accumulation approach algorithm is 2.24 times faster
in average as seen from Fig. 9. Fastest and slowest performances of
Espresso are 28 ms for ‘‘z5xpl” function and 98 ms for t3 functions
respectively. Espresso calculated 15 functions in 825 ms in total.
Fastest and slowest performances of proposed accumulation
approach are 11 ms for ‘‘z5xpl” function and 34 ms for ‘‘max1024”
functions respectively. Accumulation approach calculated 15 func-
tions in 367 ms in total.

Remaining 5 extreme benchmarks reveals the deficient side of
the algorithms. Fig. 10 shows that ESPRESSO is 1.75 times faster
for only one benchmark (m4) which consists of many OFF min-
terms. This is an expected result as proposed algorithm is simplify-
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Fig. 10. Time elapsed for 5 extreme MCNC benchmarks.
ing by using OFF minterms. Also sequence of ON minterms play an
important role for algorithms [33,38,39]. They may result in worst
or best case complexity for algorithms. Accumulation approach
algorithm is 1.47 times faster for remaining 4 difficult benchmarks.
Proposed algorithm calculated 4 extreme benchmarks in 235 ms
while its 345 ms for Espresso. In addition, proposed algorithm cre-
ated more simplified solutions as seen from Fig. 11. Regarding the
5 extreme benchmarks, accumulation approach found 56 EPIs,
whereas ESPRESSO found 63 EPIs in total.
8. Conclusion

Although heuristic algorithms produce acceptable solutions to a
complex problem in a reasonable time, researchers are looking for
most simplified solutions in some cases [34–35]. Today’s develop-
ing technology requires smallest integrated circuits. This could be
done by decreasing number of input/output variables or number of
circuit elements. Two level logic simplification, which we investi-
gated in this paper, enables us to decrease input variables and cir-
cuit element numbers. To examplate, ‘‘m5” function has 27 ON
minterms that represents 27 different input states of a circuit.
But this function or circuit can be simplified to 4 input states. Thus,
simplification process decreases production cost and energy con-
sumption of circuits.

In this study, we investigated how minterm contiguity effects
simplification results and proposed a smart minterm ordering
approach. Ordering minterms by their contiguity could find more
simplified functions but it has got exponential time complexity,
which is undesired for simplification process. Secondly, a new
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accumulation approach for function minimization is presented in
this paper. Proposed simplification method makes use of direct
masking approach to simplify logic functions given in SOP form.
This method accumulates implicants which requires advanced
decision procedure, thus avoids unnecessary EPIs. Proposed
method is tested on 20 benchmarks and results show that our
method generated better results than ESPRESSO. Proposed method
is also faster than ESPRESSO in most cases (19). It is relatively
slower for solving one function which includes significantly greater
GOFF series than GON series. As proposed logic simplification
method includes DC conditions, some principles could be applied
for synthesizing quantum gate circuits [36]. Proposed logic simpli-
fication method can also be used for feature reduction [1]. As Tof-
foli networks could be represented in SOP formed logic functions,
this method could be developed to synthesis these networks
[37]. Parallel computing may run algorithms faster [40,41]. In the
future, proposed algorithms can be parallelized to be compatible
with today’s computer architecture.
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